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canada’s VFX, animation and post facilities 
are busier than ever working on internationally 
renowned film and TV projects.

By mirella chrisTou

The visual effects and animation business 
in canada has long been regarded as a hub 
for epic feature film work. now, an influx of 
u.s. television productions are reaching out 
to these veteran production houses to help 
give their small screen offerings that same 
cinematic look.

“There is definitely a kick up of interest 
in doing television work in canada and 
at our studio,” says shawn Walsh, visual 
effects executive producer at Vancouver’s 
image engine.

in 2011-2012, international scripted 
television shows were a major driver of 
industry growth, helping push the overall 
volume of canadian film and television 
production to an all-time high of just under 
$3 billion, according to the trade group 
canadian media production association.

That trend is continuing this year. in the 
early months of 2013 Walsh has fielded a 
larger than usual number of inquiries from 

u.s. and u.K. television producers with an 
eye on achieving a “film-like quality” on their 
period pieces and science fiction series.

B.c.-based image engine recently earned 
accolades for its stealth helicopters in 
Kathryn Bigelow’s Zero dark Thirty, in 
addition to delivering seamless or “invisible” 
visual effects shots throughout the film. 

studios across the country are registering 
an uptick in television VFX demand as well. 

in Toronto, spin VFX is “extremely excited” 
to be working on elements of season three 
of hBo’s game of Thrones. no doubt viewed 
as a major coup, the team is focusing on 
key environments in the series such as 
the ice Wall, plaza of pride, The Twins, the 
direwolves, as well as crowd work, says 
neishaw ali, president of spin VFX.

The studio also continues work on neil 
Jordan’s emmy award-winning The Borgias, 
an internationally co-financed period drama 
for showtime.

stealers 
Montréal’s Oblique FX 

provided a myriad of effects 
for Syfy’s Being Human.

B.C.-based Image Engine 
executed the VFX-heavy 
helicopter raid scenes in Zero 
Dark Thirty.
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elsewhere in Toronto VFX house mr. X is charging ahead 
with work on Vikings for the history channel.

“With Vikings,” says dennis Berardi, president and VFX 
supervisor at mr. X, “the quality level is so high that it’s 
essentially feature-like production and timelines.” The 
Vikings producers had the time and resources available to 
bring mr. X on board early, to help execute their vision that 
included cg water and land environments, set extensions, 
and action enhancements. 

Berardi remains equally enthusiastic with his company’s 
film slate, including the mgm remake of carrie, which is set 
for an autumn release.

Québec studios are also loaded with television projects. 
namely, montréal’s oblique FX completed work on the 
aBc pilot, gothica, a sci-fi show about different characters 
from classic horror movies intermingling. This is further to 
oblique’s work on ongoing syfy international co-venture 
Being human, and canadian commercial broadcaster 
global’s hit Bomb girls.

Just the same, oblique continues to be seen as a feature 
player, working on grand format imaX extravaganzas as well 
as photorealism, as exhibited in its work on Walter salles’ 
on The road, an adaptation of Jack Kerouac’s classic novel.

Vancouver-based animation and cgi house, rainmaker, 
which is beginning to develop TV properties, recently 
experienced box office success for the canada-u.s. 
coproduction, escape from planet earth, a Weinstein company 
animated 3d feature that grossed just over $50 million.

Toronto cgi animation and VFX house, arc productions, 
is also diversifying away from a features-only approach. 
Focusing on children’s entertainment for international 
clients, arc is working on the latest seasons of Thomas and 
Friends, and a mattel web series, among other projects. 

What all of these studios have in common, regardless of 
location, is that their busy workflows have been encouraged 
by a steady and dependable regime of industry tax credits.

montréal-based modux FX has observed a 25 to 30% 
increase in demand for work in 2013, in part due to its 

clients’ attraction to Québec’s tax credits. 
The company, which has received industry 
recognition for 43 shots on marvel’s The 
avengers, continues to forge ahead with 
work on films such as Jason statham 
punch-fest parker, franchise property 
riddick, and summit entertainment’s now 
you see me. 

Vancouver’s VFX studios also benefit 
from the national and local tax credits 
offered in British columbia. “it’s often 
referred to as the three T’s: talent, tax 
incentives and time zone,” jokes image 
engine’s Walsh, the last point a reference 
to the West coast city being on the same 
time as los angeles.

in ontario, Berardi describes the local tax 
credits as a pillar of consistency. as a result, 
mr. X and its local peers offer arguably more 
competitive prices for their services. ontario post 
houses are also offering globally competitive 
salaries to lure talent, many whom have 
graduated from local colleges and universities. 

Further benefiting the canadian industry is its 
hard-won reputation for quality work consistently 
done on time and on budget. “We’re a 
jurisdiction with a real pedigree,” he says.

one notable trend is the increasing 
involvement of canadian VFX studios 
in the filmmaking process from top to 
bottom. This entails heavier lifting in 
pre-production, pushing the boundaries 
of technology, as well as the stretching 
the limits of the imagination. “We’re doing 
more completely digital shots, where 
we design, model, texture, animate, 
virtually light it, and render a shot 
completely digitally… without breaking the 
suspension of disbelief,” adds Berardi, who 
cites his experience on the Toronto set of 
the 3d feature, pompeii. 

a common refrain from many of the VFX 
and animation houses is that they are keen 
to partner up as co-producers on projects to 
a growing extent. 

“We’re looking to partner with several of 

What these post and VFX 
houses have in common is 
that their busy workflows 
have been encouraged by 
a steady and dependable 

regime of industry tax 
credits.

(Left) Oblique FX delivered more than 
100 shots for Walter Saller’s On the 
Road.

(Top left) Montréal’s Modus FX provided 
162 shots and effects including organic 
blood and smoke for the Jason Statham-
starring Parker.

(Top) Escape from Planet Earth, an 
animated 3D feature from Vancouver’s 
Rainmaker and The Weinstein Company, 
grossed just over $50 million in theatres.

(Bottom) Toronto’s Spin VFX worked on 
key environments for Game of Thrones’ 
third season.

the large studios we’ve worked with in 
the past, creating more opportunities 
to get above the line,” says Kallan 
Kagan, the president of Toronto’s arc 
productions. “We’re looking to be the 
home of franchises of big studios,” she 
adds. “There are amazing opportunities 
to get involved in.”


